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Monday 21 June 2010 – 15:30 – 17:30
[2010-06-21 15::41:57] Robert_Hoggarth: Welcome to the session everyone!
[2010-06-21 15::43:13] Robert_Hoggarth: kurt advises me that the Q&A will take place
at the end of the session, but I will collect a queue throughout the session
[2010-06-21 15::53:25] Karla_Valente_2: there will be 1 hour Q&A at the end of this
session. Please submit your questions asap.
[2010-06-21 15::55:33] Erick_Iriarte: Hi.. i copy my comment
[2010-06-21 15::57:40] Karla_Valente_2: thank you, Erick
[2010-06-21 16::03:03] Erick_Iriarte: thanks to you.. i sent by email to the comments
(was publicated) but nobody answer that was received :)
[2010-06-21 16::03:33] Charles: How the clearing house data will be built please?
[2010-06-21 16::04:01] Charles: compiled from the different Trademarks databases or
there is faster way
[2010-06-21 16::04:38] Cory_Schruth4235: Test
[2010-06-21 16::08:39] Karla_Valente_2: got your question, Charles.
[2010-06-21 16::12:34] Karla_Valente_2: Erick: do you mean you sent your comments to
the public forum for the Applicant guidebook version 4?
[2010-06-21 16::13:30] Cory_Schruth4235: Yes of course!
[2010-06-21 16::13:46] gpmgroup: thanks
[2010-06-21 16::14:24] Charles: thanks Karla
[2010-06-21 16::15:21] Karla_Valente_2: gpmgroup: you question will be asked to kurt
at the end. I can answer that, but it is a bit long.
[2010-06-21 16::21:24] gpmgroup: That's great thanks Karla

[2010-06-21 16::43:49] Robert_Hoggarth: Q&A time everyione. Karla will be delighted
to read them out for you. please label any post as QUESTION or COMMENT to make
sure we don't miss it. In queue so far, erik iriarte, charles and gpmgroup
[2010-06-21 16::44:13] Erick_Iriarte: thanks robert
[2010-06-21 16::47:04] Charles: thanks
[2010-06-21 16::48:54] evan_leibovitch: test
[2010-06-21 16::49:08] Bob_Connelly11414: Hello
[2010-06-21 16::51:01] gpmgroup: non substantive review leads to problems too
[2010-06-21 16::51:04] gpmgroup:
http://curia.europa.eu/jcms/upload/docs/application/pdf/2010-06/cp100051en.pdf
[2010-06-21 16::51:49] Jim_Fleming: QUESTION Is ICANN aware that industry-wide
software/hardware changes will likely render your plans moot ? Example: You are
focused on DOS and users will be on Windows by the time you finish your studies.
[2010-06-21 16::57:36] Bob_Connelly11414: Hello
[2010-06-21 17::06:15] Karla_Valente_2: jim, there was laughter in the room ;-)
[2010-06-21 17::07:08] Karla_Valente_2: ALL: if you have more questions, statements,
please let me know asap.... he line is short :-)
[2010-06-21 17::08:49] Bret_Fausett: I strongly support Mr. Van Couvering's comment.
[2010-06-21 17::10:22] DKI: Hi Karla, My name is David Cowen, and my question is: It
is likely that further delays will occur in the new gTLD process. Why are IDN gTLD's
disallowed to continue and finalize regardless of the ASCII gTLD process, at least in the
countries where idn.idn ccTLD's are live, the way it is now is clearly an unfair advantage
to the community. Thank you.
[2010-06-21 17::11:49] John_McCormac: Question: Is there any sunset process to deal
with redelegation of new gTLDs that fail commercially?
[2010-06-21 17::12:21] Patrick_Jones: John, there is a section in the Guidebook on
registry transition/termination
[2010-06-21 17::13:23] John_McCormac: thanks Patrick - the performance of some of
the present gTLDs brought the question to mind.

[2010-06-21 17::14:01] Jim_Fleming: KV: Good or bad as it may be the
software/hardware changes coming to DNS and IPv* are in progress & can not be
stopped. Internet@TV is now being installed in consumer's homes. That may be the
"First Internet" a young person sees. People's .KIDS may not understand the ICANN
Community or Process.
[2010-06-21 17::15:54] Patrick_Jones: John - see Module 5 of the Guidebook, there is an
explanatory memo
[2010-06-21 17::16:06] gpmgroup: http://domainnamewire.com/2010/04/12/new-toplevel-domain-trademark-frontrunning-battle-heats-up/
[2010-06-21 17::16:21] Karla_Valente_2: Jim: I hear you!
[2010-06-21 17::17:01] Karla_Valente_2: David: got your question
[2010-06-21 17::18:09] John_McCormac: Karla, Patrick's answer is fine.
[2010-06-21 17::18:45] Karla_Valente_2: ok, let me know
[2010-06-21 17::19:42] Bret_Fausett: No, you don't get a preference for a generic domain
name because you were the first to put up a website, sponsor a meeting, or file a
trademark application.
[2010-06-21 17::19:52] ¬ª lightIRC_6589 is now known as George_Kirikos.
[2010-06-21 17::19:54] George_Kirikos: Hi folks. :)
[2010-06-21 17::20:36] gpmgroup: Hi George
[2010-06-21 17::21:31] George_Kirikos3069: Hello.
[2010-06-21 17::22:35] ¬ª lightIRC_2029 joined the chat room.
[2010-06-21 17::22:56] George_Kirikos3069: Here's a question for ICANN: Has anyone
read the document by Tim Berners-Lee, titled "New TLDs considered harmful"
http://www.w3.org/DesignIssues/TLD
[2010-06-21 17::24:42] Ryan: @gpmgroup: I think this was the referenced article:
http://www.circleid.com/posts/20090819_new_gtlds_let_the_gaming_begin_part_1_tld_f
ront_running/

[2010-06-21 17::24:47] Bret_Fausett: For the .MUSIC team, they should know that not
everyone who has been following this process and participating in the ICANN process is
public. You get no priority because you decided to go public. Public v. stealth mode has
never been an evaluation point.[2010-06-21 17::24:52] hta: Kirikos, Tim was specifically
talking about .xxx and .mobi.
[2010-06-21 17::25:33] George_Kirikos3069: Wrong -- read the entire document,
including the title bar.
[2010-06-21 17::26:35] John_McCormac: There is a distinct danger that many new
gTLDs will turn into zTLDs - zombie TLDs.
[2010-06-21 17::26:40] Karla_Valente_2: all: we have only 10 minutes left. I believe I
got all your questions/comments on record. Thank you all for your participation. Please
go to the comment forum to share your thoughs and join the tuesday and wednesday
sessions on new gTLDs
[2010-06-21 17::26:49] George_Kirikos3069: Did you get mine, Karla?
[2010-06-21 17::27:08] Karla_Valente_2: sorry, george. I will try
[2010-06-21 17::27:19] George_Kirikos3069: Thanks, Karla.
[2010-06-21 17::28:35] Jim_Fleming: KV: Thank you for your help and understanding.
In my opinion, the hill gets very steep from here and the rocks, cliffs and dragons on the
other side are worse.
[2010-06-21 17::28:43] George_Kirikos3069: Fortunately, remote participants can't smell
the odor in Brusells. :)
[2010-06-21 17::28:44] hta: george, xxx is in fact referenced ONLY in the title / intro. He
gives no specifics about that. Most of his 2004 rant was about the idea of segregating
mobile devices on the Web.
[2010-06-21 17::28:48] gpmgroup: @ryan thanks
[2010-06-21 17::29:32] Bob_Connelly11414: Who is in front of the camera
[2010-06-21 17::29:46] George_Kirikos3069: lol No comment beyond that? Sheesh.
[2010-06-21 17::30:29] George_Kirikos3069: Bye for now.
[2010-06-21 17::30:34] John_McCormac: were you expecting anything different George?
[2010-06-21 17::30:40] Bob_Connelly11414: What's next and when?

[2010-06-21 17::31:46] Robert_Hoggarth: bob .... Proposals for Improvements to the
RAA Monday, 21 June 2010 - 17:30 - 19:00
[2010-06-21 17::34:09] gpmgroup: Would it be worth making links given in the
chatroom clickable? So there was no need to copy and paste
[2010-06-21 17::35:35] John_McCormac: it would be handy but there could be security
issues
[2010-06-21 17::36:57] wseltzer: If you use IRC with a reasonable client, you can click
away
[2010-06-21 17::37:06] John_McCormac: what is worrying about the whole new gTLD
process is that most of the new gTLDs will turn into zombie TLDs if the last ten years is
any guide
[2010-06-21 17::38:31] gpmgroup: THanks Wendy thats what I thought - using Adobe
perhaps there is a setting
[2010-06-21 17::39:03] Bob_Connelly11414: Is this the right node and room for the
RAA discussions?
[2010-06-21 17::39:51] gpmgroup: @john I think pre existing real world communities
may be the key like .cat
[2010-06-21 17::40:52] John_McCormac: @gpmgroup yep. They have good pre-existing
markets that are very well defined. The city TLDs are the most likely to do well even
with ccTLD competition.
[2010-06-21 17::41:38] gpmgroup: problem iwth cities though is like .vegas where there
is massive lobbying of local government bodies promising riches
[2010-06-21 17::41:48] John_McCormac: most of the new gTLDS will be heavily
dependent on brand protection and there's a trend in some of the newer TLDs that brand
protection is not a big concern
[2010-06-21 17::43:30] John_McCormac: the number of doms regged in
com/net/org/biz/info/mobi/asia/tel was only 28762 (June 2010)
[2010-06-21 17::43:56] John_McCormac: cross TLD analysis
[2010-06-21 17::45:08] wseltzer: QUESTION: why are there no end-user perspectives
represented on the panel?

